
SNAPWARE

Airtight Food Storage 24-Pc Container Set

Set includes: 4 each: 2 cup rectangle with teal seal, 4.5 cup rectangle 
with purple seal; 2-each: 1.3 cup square with red seals and .5 cup 
mini rounds with red seal. Snap lock lid with silicone seal opens and 
shuts easily. Microwave, refrigerator and freezer safe. Dishwasher 
safe, top rack only. BPA free polypropylene container and lid. Made in 
the USA. Limited Lifetime Warranty

CUISINART

Round Classic Waffle Maker

The Cuisinart Round Classic Waffle Maker bakes delicious  waffles fast. 
Cooking Sunday breakfast for one or two becomes a  pleasurable task 
with this compact waffle maker. Red and green lights  indicate when to 
add batter and when the 7-inch round waffle is done. A  regulating 
thermostat and a five-setting control produce waffles perfectly  
browned to personal preference. The nonstick round plate is divided
into four quarters and wipes clean easily

CHICAGO CUTLERY
Elston 16-Pc Block Set

Set Includes: 8in Chef, 6.75inBread, 4.75in Utility, (2) 3.25inParer, (8) 
4.5in Steak Knives, Shears, Steel, Natural Wood Block. Stainless Steel 
Handles provide a Contemporary look with a curved design for style and 
comfort. Forged design for increased weight and balance.

PYREX
Smart Essentials 6-Pc Mixing Bowl Set

Includes 4-Qt Mixing Bowl, Red Plastic Cover, 2.5-Qt Mixing Bowl, Blue 
Cover, and 1.5-Qt Mixing Bowl, Orange Cover. Made of nonporous glass 
that won't warp, stain, or absorb odors. Glass is preheated oven, 
microwave, fridge, freezer & dishwasher safe. Lids are BPA free and top-
rack dishwasher safe. Pyrex Glass is Made in the USA and comes with a 
2 Year Warranty. . 

PYREX
10-Pc Storage Set

Set includes: 4-cup round dish with blue plastic lid, 3-cup 
rectangular dish with green lid, 6-cup rectangular dish with red lid & 
two 2-cup round dishes with orange lids. Dishwasher, refrigerator, 
microwave, freezer & pre-heated oven safe. Non-porous surface 
does not absorb food odors, flavors or stains. Pyrex® glass proudly 
made in the USA. 2 Year Limited Warranty on Pyrex® glass and 
lids.

PYREX
Easy Grab 8-Pc Bake-n-Store Set

3-Qt Oblong, 8" Square, Plastic covers. (2) 1-Cup Storage Dishes, 
Covers. Glass is Oven, Microwave, Frig/Freezer, Dishwasher safe. Non-
porous glass won't absorb odors, flavors or stains. Clear glass allows 
you to watch your food as it cooks. 

“Items, Model Numbers, & Colors are all subject to 
availability & may be different at the time of event.”
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CUISINART

2-Lb. Automatic Bread Maker

The Cuisinart CBK-100 2-Lb. Automatic Bread Maker is much more 
than just a breadmaker. With the included recipes, you can also make 
pastries and jams!  It offers 12 preprogrammed menu options with a 
variety of crust colors and loaf sizes.  All you have to do is add 
ingredients and select the time you'd like to start the process. The 
CBK-100 will mix it, knead it, let it rise, and bake it.  Plus, with a 
convenient 13-hour Delay Start Timer, that wonderful aroma of just-
baked bread can be waiting for you when you walk in the door.

CUISINART

2-Slice Compact Plastic Toaster - White

Cuisinart's CPT-122 Two-Slice Compact Plastic Toaster, in white, 
updates the modern classic toaster. It saves space, placed sideways or 
facing forward, to fit any kitchen counter. Whether making thick bagel 
halves or thin sliced breads, the wide slots, high-lift carriage and 
custom controls ensure even, precise and convenient toasting, every 
time.

CUISINART

12-Cup Brew Central Programmable 
Coffeemaker - Brushed Stainless Steel

The Cuisinart DCC-1200 12-Cup Brew Central Programmable 
Coffeemaker introduces a revolutionary new look in coffeemakers. It 
makes a bold statement with a brushed stainless steel finish and an 
elegant tech-industrial design. Programmable from start to finish, with 
a variable heater plate for temperature control, it's the ideal 
coffeemaker for today's demanding consumer. It even tells you when 
it's time to decalcify..

KITCHENAID
2-Speed Immersion Blender in Empire Red

The KitchenAid 2-speed immersion blender has a powerful DC motor built  
for long-lasting, controlled hand blending. Ideal for blending soups and  
crushing iced drinks. The hand blender, with its 8-inch removable

stainless steel shaft with bell, is dishwasher safe and can be used in  
shallow or deep pots and pitchers. The ability to disassemble makes it  
convenient for storing in small spaces and toting along to a social  
gathering to make crowd-pleasing frozen drinks.

ELITE GOURMET
Elite 3.5qt Digital Air Fryer

Prepare healthier food using little to no oil : 3.5 quart capacity :
Fried foods are crispy outside and moist inside : Cook up to 2.5lbs of
food per batch : Faster than conventional cooking methods :
Advanced touch screen technology : 6 quick menu functions allow
you to quickly & easily select the foods you want to fry : Heating
indicator light lets you know when the unit is cooking : Adjustable
time and temperature

ELITE GOURMET
4Qt. Dual Basket Deep Fryer (8Qt. Total)

Two 4Qt. = 8Qt. Total Capacity - Brushed stainless steel dual body -
Two enamel removable inner container - Immersable & removable 
heating elements - Vented cool-touch lids - Adjustable thermostat 
control up to 375°F - Removable frying baskets with cool-touch handle 
- Detachable cord with storage - Two removable vented lids 1200 
Watts each unit for a total of 2400 Watts
.

“Items, Model Numbers, & Colors are all subject to availability & may be different at the time of 
event.”
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OXO

On Adjustable Temperature Electric Pour-Over Kettle

Water is heated and held at your preferred temperature for coffee or 
tea in one-degree increments from 140-212 Degrees F/40- 100 
Degrees C Precise-pour gooseneck spout. 
After a 30-minute keep-warm cycle, the Kettle automatically shuts off 
for safety Handle and knob on lid provide a secure grip and remain 
cool to the touch Naturally BPA-free stainless steel 1-l capacity kettle 
is perfect for kitchen-to-table appeal 2-year warranty

CUISINART

Compact 1000W Electric Deep Fryer

Cuisinart's Compact 1000W Electric Deep Fryer takes up less  counter 
space. Designed to fry batches up to ¾ of a pound in just 1.1  liter of 
oil, this is a great deep fryer even for spur-of-the-moment

snacks and meals. The compact design allows creative cooks to prepare  
fried calamari to top a salad, and moms to fry up mozzarella sticks for  
kids. Temperatures up to 375°F and a die-cast frying bowl maintain  
selected oil temperatures for restaurant-quality results.

MAGIC CHEF

Portable Mini Ice Maker - Stainless Steel 

The Magic Chef portable stainless steel ice maker is nicely compact to 
fit on your counter and not take up a lot of space. Makes ice in as little 
as 7 minutes and makes up to 27 lbs of ice in 24 hours. You have your 
choice of 2 ice cube sizes and a see-thru window allows you to check to 
see if the ice bin is full. Features a fingerprint proof stainless cabinet, 
exterior drain, and is compact and perfect for travel. 

CUISINART
Chefs Classic Non-Stick Hard Anodized 10-Piece 

Cookware Set

The Cuisinart Chef's Classic Non-Stick Hard Anodized 10-piece cookware 
set includes everything you need to perform all the basic cooking tasks, 
large or small. From reheating a single portion of soup, to preparing 
appetizers, entrees and side dishes for the entire family, you'll find every 
tool you need in this deluxe set. Chef's Classic non-stick hard anodized 
cookware features durable hard anodized construction for fast and even 
heating and a Quantanium nonstick interior for optimal food release. 
Constructed to last, this 10-piece set includes 8-in

CUISINART
Classic 7 Pc. Non-Stick Cutlery Set with 

Acrylic Stand – Black

The Cuisinart C77NS-7P Classic 7-piece non-stick cutlery set offers 
blades with grooves and a protective non-stick coating keeping food 
from adhering to the blade making slicing easier.  These finely honed 
and tapered blades are made of premium high carbon stainless steel.  
Their easy handling, comfortable soft grip and handsome professional 
look make them a perfect addition to any kitchen. Plus, the stylish 
acrylic stand provides safe, visible storage within easy reach.

ELITE GOURMET
15" Non-Stick Electric Skillet

1300 Watts of power- Supreme cooking power for stir fry, grilling, and 
even roasting.- Removable 450 F Temperature Control- Oversized 15" x 
12" Non-Stick Surface- Vented Glass  Lid- Cool-Touch Handles

“Items, Model Numbers, & Colors are all subject to availability & may be different at the time of 
event.”
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KITCHENAID

Classic 5-Speed Blender with 56 Oz. One-Piece

Classic 5-Speed Blender, in empire red, has a 56-ounce one-piece 
pitcher made of commercial-grade, BPA-free polycarbonate.  It is 
scratch-resistant, stain-resistant, shatter-resistant and dishwasher safe. 
The Stay-Put lid maintains a strong, tight seal and includes a clear, 2-
ounce ingredient cup. The patented stainless steel built-in blade is 
positioned on four different planes for fast, thorough blending. It has 
five speeds plus a Pulse mode and an Ice mode that can crush a pitcher 
of ice within seconds.

ELITE GOURMET

Elite Platinum Stainless Steel Easy Egg Cooker

Cook up to 7 hard, medium, or soft-boiled eggs without fat or oil: Auto 
off & built in cooking timer: Faster than boiling water: Perfect, fluffy 
eggs every time: Removable egg tray to cool the eggs under running 
water after cooking: Separate poaching tray for easy poached eggs: 
Measuring cup with firmness marking: Piercing pin prevents shells from 
cracking 

ELITE GOURMET

1.7 Liter Cordless Water Kettle (Glass) Blk w/blue 

1.7 Liter Cordless Water Kettle (Glass) Blk w/blue light

KITCHENAID

6-Quart Slow Cooker in Stainless Steel

The KitchenAid KSC6223SS 6 Qt. Slow Cooker, in stainless steel, is 
perfect for every course from hearty soups and tender meats to decadent 
desserts. You get greater cooking control with four temperature settings 
that offer endless culinary creation options. There is ample room in the 
removable ceramic vessel for cooking small or large quantities and it is 
dishwasher safe. Serve your favorite creations at potlucks, tailgating or at 
home.

ELITE GOURMET
2-Slice Toaster Oven

15 min. timer- Heat selector/optional- With baking tray-
120V/470W- 4.5L, 2 slices

KITCHENAID
10-Speed Tilt-Head Stand Mixer and Flex Edge Beater in

White

The KitchenAid includes the 10-Speed Tilt- Head Stand Mixer, in white, 
and the KFE5T Flex Edge Beater. The mixer  has a tilt-head design that 
gives easy access to both the beater and

bowl. Add a flour power rating of 8 cups, which means you can make  
enough dough for 6 dozen cookies, 3 loaves of bread or 6 pounds of  
mashed potatoes in a single batch. This model also features a 250-watt  
motor and a 4-1/2 quart stainless steel bowl. It comes standard with a C
dough hook, flat beater and wire whip.

“Items, Model Numbers, & Colors are all subject to availability & may be different at the time of 
event.”
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KITCHENAID

3.5-Cup Mini Food Processor in Empire 
Red

Compact and lightweight, KitchenAid's mini food processor is the perfect 
size for everyday use in the kitchen. Great for quickly chopping 
ingredients, preparing dressings and sauces, and so much more. 
Whether you want to eat healthier, be more creative, or just save time 
on meal prep, this compact and lightweight dynamo is ideal for every 
day use. Quick creations and everyday meal prep are made easy with a 
3.5 cup work bowl that features a locking blade, handle and pour spout 
for easy serving..

CUISINART

Counter Pro Convection Toaster Oven Broiler in Stainless 
Steel

The Cuisinart Counter Pro convection toaster oven broiler brings a 
classic approach to modern cooking. Housed in brushed stainless steel 
for a sleek, commercial look, this six-slice convection toaster oven 
broiler offers not only an attractive addition to the kitchen counter, but it 
also provides an array of convenient features. Industrial styling, four 
cooking options, including convection, and a convenient keep-warm 
function make this multi-functional countertop oven a valuable addition 
to any kitchen.

KITCHENAID

ExactSlice System 7-Cup Food Processor in 
Contour Silver

The KitchenAid KFP0711CU ExactSlice System 7-Cup Food 
Processor, in contour silver, is designed for precise slicing. With 
the manually adjustable stainless steel slicing disc, you can easily 
adjust from thin to thick slicing by simply turning the knob on the 
slicing disc. It also comes with a reversible shredding disc, and a 
multipurpose blade for chopping and pureeing. 

KITCHENAID
Ultra Power 5-Speed Hand Mixer in Empire Red

The KitchenAid KHM512ER Ultra Power 5-Speed Hand Mixer, in empire 
red, features stainless-steel turbo beaters with no center posts to 
thoroughly mix ingredients with less batter build-up. Its motor is 
lightweight yet powerful and can handle tasks such as double batches of 
cookie dough. The hand mixer includes easy-slide speed controls, a 
comfort-designed handle and a lockable swivel cord

OXO
OXO Good Grips Non-Stick Pro 5 Piece Set

Includes two 9-Inch Round Cake Pans, one 12 Cup Muffin Pan, one 
1 Lb Loaf Pan and one Half Sheet Pan, 13 x 18 Inches  Heavy-
gauge aluminized steel promotes even heat distribution Swiss-
engineered, ceramic-reinforced, two-layer coating allows for easy 
food release while protecting against scratching, staining and 
corrosion Micro-textured, non-stick pattern minimizes surface 
contact and increases airflow for an even bake Square-rolled edges 
add strength and offer a secure grip for easy transfer to and from 
oven Made in the USA

KITCHENAID
4-Slice Long Slot Toaster with Peek & See in Empire Red

KitchenAid's KMT4116ER 4-slice long slot toaster, in empire red, 
features simple, programmable, start-to-finish toasting. The extra-wide 
slots accept the thickest bagels, breads, or pastries and the extra-deep, 
steel toasting cavity ensures even browning. The racks automatically 
adjust the slot width for thick or thin slices, keeping food upright for 
even toasting

“Items, Model Numbers, & Colors are all subject to availability & may be different at the time of 
event.”
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MAGIC CHEF

Vacuum Sealer - Realtree Xtra Camo

Magic Chef vacuum sealer in authentic Realtree camo pattern is perfect 
for that person with the love outdoors that wants to bring that into their 
cabin, home, RV, and more!  Keep fish and game fresh longer without 
freezer burn as well efficiently with wet and dry options to efficiently 
seal contents, 2 speeds for control and dual pump for more power.  The 
marinate mode helps marinate food in minutes instead of hours for 
perfect sealed food.

ELITE GOURMET

2 qt. Oval Slow Cooker

T2 qt. Oval Slow Cooker.

CUISINART

Compact Single Serve Brewer in Stainless Steel

Brew your favorite coffee fast with the K-Cup compatible Cuisinart 
Single Serve Brewer! Featuring a 40-ounce water reservoir and 3 
serving sizes, the morning rush just got a little easier. Choose 6, 8 
or 10 oz. and brew a cup of coffee or tea in a flash. The 
removable drip tray makes it easy to fill travel mugs, and the 30-
minute auto shutoff makes morning departures worry free!

“Items, Model Numbers, & Colors are all subject to availability & may be different at the time of 
event.”
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BOSE®

SoundLink® Revolve+ -Black

Deep. Loud. And immersive, too. SoundLink® Revolve+, the best-
performing portable Bluetooth® speaker from Bose, delivers true 360°
sound for consistent, uniform coverage. Place it in the center of the 
room to give everyone the same experience. Or set it near a wall so 
sound radiates and reflects. This wireless speaker is durable, water-
resistant and easy to grab and go-with a rechargeable battery that 
plays up to 16 hours.

NIKON

COOLPIX W100 

Share all your family fun with the COOLPIX W100, the compact digital 
camera that makes photography simple for everyone. Take it to the 
beach, pool, lake or out in wintery fun on ski slopes or in a snowfall. 
Shoot high-quality photos and Full HD videos with stereo sound, while 
SnapBridge automatically transfers images to your compatible smart 
device for easy sharing and storage. Dedicated one-touch buttons and 
an easy-to-use interface make operation simple.

BOSE®

Companion® 2 Series III multimedia speaker system 

The Companion® 2 Series III system delivers a significant  
performance upgrade over your computer's original speakers and most  
conventional speakers. These speakers are engineered with proprietary  
digital signal processing to improve performance, delivering crisp, clear  
audio at all listening levels.

BOSE®

QuietComfort® 35 Wireless Headphones –

Shopping Dollars $$
414

QuietComfort® 35 wireless headphones are engineered with world-
class noise cancellation that makes quiet sound quieter and music  
sound better. Free yourself from wires and connect easily to your  
devices with Bluetooth® and NFC pairing. And enjoy up to 20 hours of  
wireless listening per battery charge.

BOSE®
SoundSport® wireless headphones - Black

With no wires in the way, Bose® SoundSport® wireless 
headphones keep you moving with powerful audio and earbuds 
that stay secure and comfortable. They're also sweat and weather 
resistant with a battery life of up to 6 hours per charge. So 
nothing's holding you back from your workout.

ACER
8" Android Tablet

Acer 8" Android Tablet with 16gb storage, 1gb memory, front and rear 
cameras.  8" Touchscreen display. Bluetooth and wireless connectivity

“Items, Model Numbers, & Colors are all subject to availability & may be different at the time of 
event.”
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POLAROID

32" LED 720p HDTV

Pass the popcorn! Perfect for movie nights, the Polaroid 32" HDTV
combines stunning resolution, brilliant color, and sleek design to
enhance your entertainment experience. 720p 60Hz LED HDTV provides
premium picture quality and a contemporary design making it easier
than ever to enhance your home entertainment experience. This LED
TV offers effortless usability, an abundance of connectivity options and
energy efficient output all at an exceptional value.

BOSE®

SoundLink® Color Bluetooth® speaker II –

The SoundLink® Color Bluetooth® speaker II was engineered to 
deliver bold sound wherever life takes you. From the pool to the park 
to the patio, its rugged, water-resistant design lets you enjoy the music 
you love in more places. Voice prompts make Bluetooth pairing easy. 
And up to 8 hours of listening per battery charge lets you keep your 
playlists playing

BOSE®

SoundLink® Revolve - Triple Black

Deep. Loud. And immersive, too. The SoundLink® Revolve 
Bluetooth® speaker delivers true 360° sound for consistent, uniform 
coverage. Place it in the center of the room to give everyone the 
same experience. Or set it near a wall so sound radiates and reflects. 
This wireless speaker is durable, water-resistant and easy to grab 
and go-with a rechargeable battery that plays up to 12 hours

BOSE®

QuietControl™ 30 wireless headphones –

QuietControl™ 30 wireless headphones let you listen like never 
before, with breakthrough technology that allows you to control how 
much of the world you want to let in. Connect easily to your devices 
with Bluetooth® and NFC pairing. Volume-optimized EQ gives you 
balanced audio performance at any volume. And a lightweight 
neckband design conforms to your body for all-day wearabililty.

BOSE®
SoundSport® Free wireless headphones 

Demanding workouts demand SoundSport® Free wireless 
headphones. They're completely free of wires, so you'll enjoy 
complete freedom of movement. They're sweat and weather 
resistant, too. Bose® StayHear®+ Sport tips are designed to stay 
secure and comfortable all workout long. And the earbuds are 
packed full of technology that makes your music sound so clear 
and powerful, you'll push past your limits.

NIKON
COOLPIX B500

Comfortably and easily create beautiful 16 MP photos and 1080p Full HD  
videos, then share your photos instantly with a compatible smartphone  or 
tablet. Flip-up the tilting LCD display and zoom in with the power of a

40x optical zoom/80x Dynamic Fine Zoom (an enhanced digital zoom that  
effectively doubles the reach).

“Items, Model Numbers, & Colors are all subject to availability & may be different at the time of 
event.”
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BOSE®

SoundLink® Micro Bluetooth® speaker  

When a speaker this small sounds this good, you'll never leave it 
behind. The Bose® SoundLink® Micro Bluetooth® speaker delivers 
unmatched sound for a speaker this size. Its rugged design and 
durable strap let you take it everywhere you go. It's waterproof from 
the inside out, so even if it falls in the pool, just pull it out and keep 
on playing.

ORBIT

Orbit

Attach an ORBIT to your keys and make it ring using our free App. If 
out of range, the last seen location will be shown on the map. You 
can also make your phone ring using ORBIT to locate it. Activate the 
in-app camera to snap a selfie! The orbit has a replaceable battery 
and is water resistant. Find your phone, Find your keys, Take a Selfie. 
Item function includes Last seen on map, Battery life up to 6 months, 
Built-in loud speaker, Replaceable battery and life indicator, 
Separation alert, Water resistant and Selfie Remote..

SAMSUNG

Smart Blu-ray Player

The Samsung is way more than yesterday's Blu-ray player, its your 
gateway to an endless amount of A/V content beyond Blu-ray and DVD 
entertainment. This model features BD wise, a technology that 
automates the best resolution possible for viewing both Blu-ray and 
DVDs. Want to watch something new? With LAN built-into this player, 
you can discover new content and streaming services through the 
thousands of Opera TV Apps from the Samsung instant app store.

“Items, Model Numbers, & Colors are all subject to availability & may be different at the time of 
event.”
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REBECCA MINKOFF

Regan Satchel Tote - Black

Meet this season's must-have satchel featuring luxe details and
seventies vibes. Simple studs, artfully woven fringe and a cool front
zipper take this bag next-level while the spacious design stores your
daily essentials with ease.

LAUREN BY RALPH LAUREN

Millbrook Wallet Market Tote Grouping Black

Made from canvas and finished with leather straps, this large tote has 
a rustic yet polished appeal. Its scarf charm adds a chic touch. Two top 
handles, each with a 7½" drop. “Lauren Ralph Lauren Est. 1967"–
engraved snapped closure. Lined interior has two zip pockets and three 
slip pockets. Four protective feet at the base. Removable scarf charm. 
The perfect wallet was added to this bag that is featured in Pebbled 
leather. Zip around closure, "LRL Est. 1967" engraved metal plaque on 
front. 12 Card pockets, one slip pocket, one zip pocket. 

FRANCES VALENTINE

Small Hobo Nylon w Calf - NAVY

This is a new shape for Frances Valentine this Small June nylon 
handbag has two strap options.Magnetic top closure. Leather with 
gold hardware. Zippered interior pocket with slip pocket. Detachable 
shoulder and crossbody strap. Adjustable top handle strap. 

LAUREN BY RALPH LAUREN

Newbury Nora Dome Satchel Black

Saffiano leather gives this dome-shaped satchel chic texture as well as 
added durability, making it the perfect everyday companion. Two leather 
top handles, each with a 5" drop. Removable crossbody strap with a 20" 
drop. Two-way top zip closure.

REBECCA MINKOFF
Washed Nylon Tote - Black

Get a handle on things. An endlessly-wearable style, this 
versatile tote is cut from washed nylon for superior 
durability. The beauty of this silhouette is its versatile size -
roomy enough for work, chic enough for any social calendar. 

KATE SPADE
Hyde Lane Gingham Renee - Navy/White

Made of grainy vinyl with PVC trim, Hyde Lane Gingham 
Renee has a fold over closure to keep everything secure by 
the magnetic snap closure. Optional adjustable crossbody 
strap. Two exterior card slots under flap. 

“Items, Model Numbers, & Colors are all subject to availability & may be different at the time of 
event.”
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KATE SPADE

Jackson Street Melisse - Black

This crossbody is a top seller and a favorite among many. It is a great 
size for those longer days where you need to carry a little more than 
normal and the crossbody strap that is adjustable makes it comfortable 
and hands free when needed. Featured in a pebbled leather, 14 karat 
light gold plated hardware, and lined in a favorite print bookstripe print 
on poly twill. 

BCBGenerations

Tassle Saddle Cross-body - Blush

A clean Saddle bag with tassle accent is a warm weather essential. A 
chain strap gives this minimalist bag an edgy finish that's just right for 
festival season. 

REBECCA MINOFF

Nylon Flap Crossbody - Black

Attain striking style with this fierce Rebecca Minkoff™ Nylon Flap 
Crossbody strap.Made of nylon and polyurethane with some stud 
detail. Zipper closure. Detachable top crossbody strap. Exterior front 
and back slip pockets. Signature logo engraved hardware detail in 
back. Lined interior. Interior back-wall zip pocket. Interior slip 
pocket. 

KATE SPADE
15 Inch Nylon Laptop Case - Black

This sleek and versatile nylon structured laptop tote is outfitted with 
zipper closure, a seamed bottom and an adjustable strap. It's all 
business on the outside, but features a quick and curious custom 
lining.

TFX BY BULOVA
Men's Bracelet

In stainless steel with silver dial, mineral glass crystal, second 
hand, fold-over closure with pushers and water resistance to 30 
meters. TFX watch Distributed by Bulova. Case size: 40mm

TFX BY BULOVA
Men's Strap

In stainless steel with gold finish, patterned black dial, luminous hands, 
calendar, second hand, 24-hour track, double-press fold-over clasp, 
and water resistance to 30 meters. Diameter: 44.0mm Thickness: 
11.8mm

“Items, Model Numbers, & Colors are all subject to availability & may be different at the time of 
event.”
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TFX BY BULOVA

Ladies Strap

Ladies TFX Distributed by Bulova watch.  Stainless steel case, black 
dial with Roman numerals, date feature, black leather strap.  Duet 
36B110

TFX BY BULOVA

Ladies Bracelet

In stainless steel with silver dial, mineral glass crystal, second hand, 
fold-over closure with pushers and water resistance to 30 meters. 
TFX watch Distributed by Bulova. Case size: 30.5mm

CARAVELLE

Ladies Bracelet

Timeless design, wear-with-everything style. Complete with easy-to-
read numerals with 24-hour design and three-hand date feature. 
Resistance: 30M, 3-Year Limited Warranty. Duet: 44B117Gold-tone 
stainless steel case and comfort-fit expansion bracelet are the finishing 
touches on this classic watch. Case Diameter: 30mm, Case Thickness: 
7.3mm, Water 

CARAVELLE
Men's Bracelet - Chronograph

Chronograph in stainless steel with patterned blue dial, luminous Arabic 
and stick markers and hands, second hand, 24-hour track, double-press 
fold-over clasp, and water resistance to 30 meters. Diameter: 44.0mm  
Thickness: 11.8mm

CARAVELLE
Ladies Bracelet - Crystal

In stainless steel with 60 individually hand-set Swarovski 
elements® crystals on case, Swarovski® crystal fabric dial, 
second hand, double-press fold-over clasp, and water resistance to 
30 meters. Diameter: 38.0mm  Thickness: 9.1mm

CARAVELLE
Men's Bracelet

Timeless design, wear-with-everything style. Complete with easy-to-read 
bold 24-hour design and three-hand date feature on matte white dial. 
Gold-tone stainless steel case and comfort-fit expansion bracelet are the 
finishing touches on this classic watch. Case Diameter: 40mm, Case 
Thickness: 9.1mm, Water Resistance: 30M, 3-Year Limited Warranty. 
Duet: 44M113

“Items, Model Numbers, & Colors are all subject to availability & may be different at the time of 
event.”

Shopping Dollars $$

51

Shopping Dollars $$

59

Shopping Dollars $$

164

Shopping Dollars $$

114

Shopping Dollars $$

114

Shopping Dollars $$

164



CARAVELLE

Ladies Bracelet - Chronograph

Chronograph in white ceramic with rose-gold finish accents, curved 
crystal, patterned white dial, luminous hands, small sweep, screw 
back, double-press fold-over clasp with safety lock, and water 
resistance to 30 meters. Diameter: 39.0mm  Thickness: 10.9mm. 

CARAVELLE

Men's Bracelet 

Ruggedly bold sport styling. Chronograph function with gunmetal dial. 
Gun IP stainless steel case and bracelet with textured center link and 
double-press fold-over buckle closure. Water Resistance to 30M. Case 
Diameter: 44mm and Case Thickness: 11mm

BULOVA WATCH
Men's Bracelet - Corporate Collection

Patterned silver dial with gold Arabic and stick markers. Second Hand. 
Domed crystal. Stainless steel bracelet with two-tone gold and silver 
finish. Double press fold-over clasp. Water resistant to 30 meters. 
Diameter: 38.0mm Thickness: 8.7mm

BULOVA WATCH

Ladies Bracelet - Corporate Collection

Patterned silver dial with gold Arabic and stick markers. Second Hand. 
Domed crystal. Stainless steel bracelet with two-tone gold and silver 
finish. Double press fold-over clasp. Water resistant to 30 meters. 
Diameter: 30.0mm Thickness: 8.1mm

“Items, Model Numbers, & Colors are all subject to availability & may be different at the time of 
event.”

Shopping Dollars $$

214
Shopping Dollars $$

214

Shopping Dollars $$

264

Shopping Dollars $$

264



LASKO

36 In. Tower Fan with Remote Control - Black

The Lasko 36 In. Tower Fan with Remote Control, in black, is a slim, 
vertical fan that takes up minimal floor space but will provide a 
powerful effective breeze. Featuring three fan speeds, a wide-area 
oscillation sweep, and a programmable timer, this fan can be adjusted 
to maintain your desired comfort level

LASKO

Space-Saving Ceramic Pedestal Heater with 
Front-Facing Display and Digital Remote Control

Lasko's Space-Saving Ceramic Pedestal Heater, with front-facing 
digital display, quickly circulates warmth at seated height where it's 
needed most. The space-saving pedestal design uses only about one 
square foot of floor space so it will fit almost anywhere without getting 
in the way. The safe ceramic heating element gives you 1500 watts of 
comforting warmth with widespread oscillation. 

WHISTLER

Mega Portable Jump Start and Power Supply

Don't get stranded with a dead battery. Make sure you have a Mega 
Portable Jump Start in your car or truck. It jump starts a wide variety of 
12V single-battery vehicles including 4, 6, and 8 cylinder engines for 
cars, trucks, SUVs, boats, garden tractors a more. Once charged, the 
unit will last up to 1 year with multiple jumps. Be prepared with the 
Mega, equipped with overcharge protection, 5 LED battery power-
charging level lights, 2 USB ports and LED flashlight. 

BLUE RHINO

36" Wide Oil Rubbed Bronze Firebowl with Lattice 
Design

The Oil Rubbed Bronze Firebowl features a bronze finish and a 
decorative crisscross design for a beautiful addition to your backyard. 
You and your friends can gather around the fire and enjoy cooking on a 
wood burning fire or just simply enjoy the nostalgic smell of a wood fire 
over smores. The deep bowl design accommodates a large fire, but is 
still portable for use in a variety of areas. This pit includes both a 
heavy-mesh spark guard and a steel wood grate. 

KARCHER

1800 PSI - 1.5 GPM - Electric Pressure Washer

Karcher's 1800 PSI K3 pressure washer delivers strong cleaning power 
for jobs around the house. The tall, fixed robust handle design and 
large wheels makes transporting easy. The vario spray wand allows for 
quick adjustment between low and high pressure without the need to 
switch nozzles. For stubborn stains, the patented Dirtblaster spray 
wand will clean up the toughest chores. Onboard detergent tank 
included.

The power of steam with the innovation of Dirt Devil! This remarkable 
steam mop features a continuous steam generating system that 
distributes steam across the entire pad surface. The smooth, even steam 
helps reduce pad soaking for fewer smears and streaks. The Easy Steam 
uses regular tap water and is ready in only 30 seconds!

“Items, Model Numbers, & Colors are all subject to availability & may be different at the time of 
event.”

Shopping Dollars $$

85

Shopping Dollars $$

73

Shopping Dollars $$

207
Shopping Dollars $$

326

Shopping Dollars $$

317

Shopping Dollars $$

85

DIRT DEVIL ®
Easy Steam Mop with Bonus Pads & Glide



DIRT DEVIL®

QuickFlip™ 12V Cordless Bagless Handheld Vacuum

Easily tackle unexpected messes with the Dirt Devil® QuickFlip™ Hand 
Vacuum. Perfect for small apartments, dorms and cars, this 12V 
Lithium-Ion cordless hand vac is powerful, compact and can easily 
tackle any unexpected mess. The versatile QuickFlip™ crevice tool is 
stored on the unit-just flip out the tool and click it into place to easily 
reach debris in crevices and tough corners. 

BULOVA CLOCK

Manager (Wall)

Oversized wall clock with industrial look, with clean brushed aluminum 
case, glass lens, and silent quartz movement with a red smooth sweep 
seconds hand. Bright white dial and clear numerals permit easy reading 
from a distance, while the digital feature displays month, date, day and 
room temperature (F or C scale) readouts. Requires (2) AA batteries, 
not included.

APOLLO TOOLS

53 Piece Household Tool Kit with Tool Box Pink

This 53 piece household tool kit with tool box contains all the tools  
needed for most repairs around the home, the tools come with a  
handy tool box which conveniently stores tools for quick access..

SKIL
4V iXO Cordless Palm Size Screwdriver Kit

Take on a variety of projects and tasks with this Skil iXO Palm Size  
Screwdriver. Conveniently compact and lightweight, its li-ion battery  
technology holds a charge up to 18 months. It also boasts 4V of  
maximum power along with 20% longer run time.

APOLLO TOOLS
53 Piece Roadside/Emergency Tool Kit with Air

Compressor

This 53-piece roadside/emergency tool kit with compressor is a  
compact emergency tool kit in bag for easy storage.

CUISINART
Grilluminate Extending Grill Light

The Cuisinart Grilluminate extending grill light is designed to keep you 
grilling long into those summer nights. It attaches to your grill in seconds 
and with the touch of a button 9 bright LEDs light your entire grill 
surface. Our unique extending sides increase your light spread allowing 
you to see more and cook with ease. This light is made of durable, glass-
reinforced nylon to handle the rigors of grilling and its sleek design will 
look great with any grill.

“Items, Model Numbers, & Colors are all subject to availability & may be different at the time of 
event.”

Shopping Dollars $$

52

Shopping Dollars $$

51

Shopping Dollars $$

71
Shopping Dollars $$

60

Shopping Dollars $$

100

Shopping Dollars $$

80



SKIL

12 Volt Cordless Drill/Driver

With enough power for everyday tasks around the home, this 12V  
cordless drill/driver with 1 battery delivers the power and features to  
handle most drill/driving tasks around the house.

CUISINART

Deluxe 14-Piece Grill Tool Set

The Cuisinart deluxe 14-piece grill tool set includes all the necessary 
tools to make your grilling experience convenient. This durable set of 
stainless steel tools includes a chef's spatula, grill tongs, silicone 
basting brush, cleaning brush, extra cleaning brush head, 8 (4 pair) 
corn holders and storage case. The spatula, tongs, basting brush and 
cleaning brush are all designed with elongated handles and a hanging 
ring for convenient placement during grilling time.

HOOVER®

Max Extract® Pressure Pro™ 60 Carpet Deep 
Cleaner

Designed to clean a variety of surfaces from carpets to sealed hard 
floors.  Removes water, dirt & grime with pressurized cleaning, & has 
heated drying for a fast dry time. A double chamber nozzle power 
washes surfaces with even suction across a wide path. The automatic 
detergent system provides the right ratio of detergent & water for the 
best cleaning results. Patented SpinScrub® brushes gently loosen dirt 
& clean all sides of carpet & upholstery fibers.

HOOVER®

Hoover Air Steerable Pet Bagless Upright

When you need a replacement, make sure you only look for GENUINE  
Hoover® Parts. Genuine replacement parts including bags, belts and  
cleaning solutions are specified in order to assure peak performance.  
Look for the trademark Hoover® on all your part needs.

“Items, Model Numbers, & Colors are all subject to availability & may be different at the time of 
event.”

Shopping Dollars $$

95

Shopping Dollars $$

224

Shopping Dollars $$

65

Shopping Dollars $$

266



NIKON

PROSTAFF 3S 8x42

PROSTAFF 3S features an optical system created from lead-and-
arsenic-free Eco-Glass. Multilayer coatings, which provide high light 
transmittance across the entire visible light spectrum, are applied for 
bright images. High-reflectivity silver-alloy mirror coating applied on the 
mirror surfaces of the prisms for a bright and clear view.

NIKON

Nikon COOLSHOT 20

:Measurement range: 6-550 yds. :8-second continuous measurement. 
:Wide temperature tolerance: 14°F to 122°F. :Rainproof. :Diopter 
adjustment function. :Long eye relief design affords eyeglass wearers 
easy viewin. :Displays in 1-yard increments. :Compact, lightweight and 
ergonomic design.

TRIUMPH SPORT

Triumph Sports - 6 Player Croquet Set

The first rule of croquet is to have a perfectly manicured lawn. It also  
happens to be the second rule. Boasting a sophisticated reputation,  
the game of croquet is really one of strategy, tactics and…ruthless  
fortitude. You'll get your “whack the ball out of bounds" moment with  
the mallet and suddenly all of those summer-in-the-Hamptons vibes  
will disappear. From stakes to wickets, the 6-Player Croquet Set  
includes everything you need to get the game started. Playing with  
your pinkies up is optional.

SKYWAY BY RICARDO BEVERLY HILLS

American Explorer - Travel Premium 5PC Set - Navy

Find your next adventure with this sporty luggage set from American 
Explorer by Ricardo Beverly Hills. Each piece is designed to lead you to 
exciting new places. The Drake 5 piece set includes a 27-inch Spinner 
Upright, 21-inch Carry-On Spinner Upright, 26-inch Rolling Duffel, 16-inch 
Board Tote, and Toiletry Kit, allowing you to pack everything you need to 
make the most of your journey

TRIUMPH SPORT
Triumph Sports - REALTREE™ Tournament Bag Toss

This sturdy, compact Triumph Sports Tournament Bag Toss game can 
be  taken along on any outdoor adventure for hours of fun, from 
backyard  BBQs to camping trips to tailgating at the big game. Teams 
or individual players take turns tossing the bean bags toward the 
target on the  opposite board in order to score the most points. Real 
tree is the creator  and marketer of the world's most versatile camo 
patterns, so this special  edition Bag Toss looks extra cool.

Zume by Escalade Sports
Zume Badminton

The portable Zume Badminton sets up on any surface in seconds for  
an instant badminton match. Freestanding base design does not  
require tools or stakes! The Zume Badminton set is lightweight and

easy to carry anywhere. Includes (2 red & 2 green) rackets, (2)  
shuttlecocks, regulation net, and lightweight carrying case.

“Items, Model Numbers, & Colors are all subject to availability & may be different at the time of 
event.”

Shopping Dollars $$

130

Shopping Dollars $$

209

Shopping Dollars $$

59
Shopping Dollars $$

332

Shopping Dollars $$

112

Shopping Dollars $$

100



TRIUMPH SPORT

Triumph Sports - Big Roller Lawn Dice

Toss the dice into the air and see how the numbers land. This Triumph 
Big Roller Wooden Lawn Dice set provides hours of fun for the entire 
family with countless games and variations that can be played using 
up to 6 extra-large wooden lawn dice. Each die measures 3.5" L x 3.5" 
W x 3.5" H and is best for outdoor events such as parties, camping, 
and much more. Compete for the biggest rolls and track score with the 
two dry-erase scoreboards included with the set.

SKYWAY BY RICARDO BEVERLY HILLS

Nimbus 3.0 - 20" Spinner Carry-On - Silver

Big adventures can come in small packages-just look at this carry-on 
spinner case from the Nimbus 3.0 collection. The sturdy polymer shell 
keeps your belongings safe in the overhead bin and the comfortable 
top carry handle helps you lift the case in and out of overhead bins. 
Keep all your essentials tidy with clever interior features, including a 
separate zippered packing compartment and elastic tie-down straps 
that help keep your wardrobe wrinkle-free, so you're ready to explore.

SKYWAY BY RICARDO BEVERLY HILLS

Nimbus 3.0 - 28" Spinner Upright - Silver

The largest bag in the Nimbus 3.0 collection, this expandable 
suitcase is ready for your next big adventure. The lightweight 
polymer shell is scratch- and impact-resistant, keeping your 
belongings safe from the rigors of the road. Comfortable gel carry 
grips and 360? spinner wheels make for easy handling, even when 
the case is full. Inside, the generous main compartment has room 
for everything you need, along with smart organizational features 
that keep it all in check.

SKYWAY BY RICARDO BEVERLY HILLS
Nimbus 3.0 - 24" Spinner Upright - Silver

This mid-size suitcase from the Nimbus 3.0 collection will get 
you where you need to go with style and ease. The impact-
resistant polymer shell stands up to rough handling, while the 
scratch-resistant diamond texture keeps your bag looking new. 
Navigating the airport concourse is a breeze with the 
360°spinner wheels and retractable trolley handle, and top and 
side carry grips allow for easy lifting into taxis and luggage 
racks. With the pull of a zipper, you can create extra packing 
space for souvenirs of your adventure.

“Items, Model Numbers, & Colors are all subject to availability & may be different at the time of 
event.”
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